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"tag," "Tempora mutantur: nos et mutamur. in illis," once
read " Onmia mutantur," and is the product, not of the classical
Muse, but of sixteenth or seventeenth century writers. He was
delighted to find that even the triple brass of his friend Professor
Gilbert Murray's scholarship disclosed here a joint. Does anyone
know who coined the phrase, " Quern deus vult perdere, prius
dementat ? " This he himself could never discover. It is certainly
not classical.
He devoted a good deal of research to the genesis of political
catchwords. The origin of " three acres and a cow " is traced,
unexpectedly, to Mill's Political Economy. What is the pedigree of
the expression, " bag and baggage " ? With the help of his friend
Mir. Desmond McCarthy he embarked on an eager quest for " bag
and baggagers " before Gladstone, and was rewarded by the dis-
covery that Oliver Cromwell employed the phrase to William
Lenthall, Speaker, on 25th October, 1649. Further research revealed
its use in As You Like It. Did Disraeli coin the expression " Peace
with honour ? " No, it occurs as far back as in Shakespeare's
Coriolanus, and even in a political connection was used by Lord
John Russell years before the Treaty of Berlin. " Ploughing the
sands "—a phrase popularised by my father and often attributed
to him—is, as he often insisted, at least as old as Ovid and Juvenal.
A comprehensive list of political catchwords or " slogans " (to use a
word he detested) with their true provenance will be found at the
end of his book, Fifty Tears of Parliament.
But while curiosities and byways of literature made this special
appeal to him, he was always refreshing his acquaintance with its
broad arterial roads. Dyed fast though his mind was in the classical
vat, saturation never begot satiety, and he could say truthfully of
the masterpieces of the ancients " pernoctant nobiscum; peri-
grinantur ; rusticantur." So also with the English classics. Seven
Waverley novels in a year was no unusual bag for him. In the last
few years of his life he re-read almost the whole works of Scott and
of Dickens. The catholicity of his appetite for books is a little
unexpected in one so fastidious. The life of Dr. Chalmers, in four
volumes, was not too heavy for him, nor a magazine story by
Mr. P. G, Wodehouse1 too light, and he was a large consumer of
detective novels. But modern sex-ridden fiction found hi™
1 On an occasion in 1925, findfpg him alone and absorbed in the study of a
magazine, my -wife Anne asked Mm what he was reading. H. H. A. (with a shade
of embarrassment), " As a matter of fact, it's a story called Archie and fhe Sausage-
chappie." Then, simply, " It's very good : it's by P. Q-* Wodehouse.*9 It appeared
later that he had unobtrusively consumed almost the entire output of this author.

